POWERPOINT PRESENTATION PEER EVALUATION

Team Members: _________________________________________________________________

Total points: _________

(20pts)

Section Score: 5=Superior  4=Good  3=Fair  2=Needs Work  1=Ctrl--Alt--Del

Element evaluation symbol: The Plus ♦ (Excellent)  Check ✓ (Fair)  The X (needs work)

PowerPoint Usage:  

_____ Synchronization of slides with presentation material
_____ Pacing of slides
_____ Screen time (allowed enough time to read and didn’t leave up too long)
_____ Speakers ability to use the technology
_____ Touched on main functions of PowerPoint

PowerPoint Integration: 

_____ Integrated PowerPoint into the presentation
_____ Used PowerPoint to create a cohesive presentation
_____ PowerPoint was an addition to overall presentation
_____ Each Team Member used PowerPoint to enhance the overall presentation

PowerPoint Organization:  

_____ Logically structured
_____ Clear order
_____ Slides helped keep presentation organized
_____ Clear concise use of visual framework

PowerPoint Content:  

_____ Content flowed together
_____ Clear running theme
_____ Slides were simple and uncomplicated
_____ Slides were of professional quality
_____ Used Animation, Sound, and color to creatively enhance presentation

COMMENTS: